THE CORRECT ORIGINAL SPELLING OF BARTRAM’S IXIA
(IXIA CAELESTINA: IRIDACEAE)
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abstract
For optimal communication, each taxonomic name ideally has one proper spelling. The specific epithet of Bartram’s Ixia has usually been
spelled as coelestina, which is incorrect and contrary to the International Code of Nomenclature for Algae, Fungi, and Plants. In the protologue, Bartram originally spelled it as caelestina, which is an acceptable Latin form that ought to be adopted. The ae variant has been utilized
and accepted for names of several other taxa since Bartram. The proper spelling of the basionym of Bartram’s Ixia is Ixia caelestina.
resumen
Para una comunicación optima, cada nombre taxonómico idealmente tiene una ortografía propia. El epíteto específico de la Ixia de Bartram
se ha escrito usualmente como coelestina, que es incorrecto y contrario al International Code of Nomenclature for Algae, Fungi, and Plants.
En el protólogo, Bartram lo escribió como caelestina, que es la forma aceptable del latín que debe adoptarse. La variante ae se ha utilizado y
aceptado para nombre de otros varios taxa desde Bartram. La ortografía apropiada del basiónimo de Bartram es Ixia caelestina.

For the purposes of effective communication, there is a need for determining a singular proper spelling for
each taxonomic name, especially when multiple online floristic and nomenclatural databases rely on exact
matches and do not accommodate alternate spellings or misspellings. Except for errors of orthography or typography (McNeill et al. 2012: Art. 60), original spellings must be retained (Art. 60.1) and, bearing in mind the
aim of nomenclatural stability, alterations to original spellings should be made with restraint (Art. 60.3) and
only after careful study. However, preferred spellings can be conserved (Art. 14.11) and some parts concerning
spelling are merely termed recommendations (Rec. 60A-60H).
As noted by Stearn (1992: 6–16), botanical Latin is not strictly adherent to classical Latin, but rather is
necessarily an evolved form adapted from the progression of classical Latin to renaissance Latin with substantial use of the Greek language. Latin terms taken to mean sky or heavens can be found spelled as caelum
(Dall’Olmo 1980; Stearn 1992) or coelum (Du Cange 1883; Ahern 1984). Both spellings are acceptable and both
have been adapted in the binomial nomenclature of animals, fungi, algae, and plants to signify either the blue
(Stearn 1992) or whitish color (Du Cange 1883) of the sky (e.g. as caelestinum, coelestis, etc.). Stearn (1992) only
listed caelestis in his vocabulary section, while Du Cange (1883) also listed caelestis but directed to the entry for
coelestis for the definition.
While near Lake Dexter, Volusia County, Florida during the spring of 1766 (Harper 1958: 360–361),
William Bartram found a plant now known to be endemic to northeastern Florida, describing it as Ixea caelestina with the protologue affixed to an illustration (Bartram 1791: 155 [pl. 3]; Fig. 1). Bartram only referred to it
in the text as Ixea. In the Philadelphia version of Bartram’s Travels published in 1791, the binomial used capital
letters, making it clear that the ligature form of ae was used to spell caelestina. In later editions (e.g. 1792), the
generic name was spelled as Ixia, and it has been interpreted that Bartram intended to use this Linnaean genus
originally but misspelled it as Ixea in 1791. This plant is commonly classified in the genus Calydorea Herb.
(Iridaceae) (Goldblatt & Henrich 1991) and referred to colloquially as Bartram’s Ixia (Wunderlin 1998). The
appropriate genus for this species remains nebulous; Goldblatt and Manning (2008) speculated the species
may ultimately reside within Tigridia Juss.
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Fig. 1. Bartram’s Ixia, Ixia caelestina (Bartram 1791).

Willdenow (1797: 200) referenced Bartram’s name but changed the spelling of the specific epithet incorrectly as Ixia coelestina, which was adopted by Nuttall (1837: 157), Index Kewensis (Jackson 1893: 1241), and
Small (1931). This spelling, coelestina, though contrary to Art 60.1, has since been widely perpetuated in several floristic and nomenclatural references.
Bartram appears to be the first to have used the ae variant, at least among binomials for algae, fungi, and
plants. Preceding Bartram’s binomial are Eupatorium coelestinum L. and Teucrium coeleste Schreb., which both
appeared to use the ligature form of oe. Because the oe variant prevailed before Bartram and because Bartram
had made apparent errors in the names of other binomials (Merrill 1944–1945), perhaps it was thought appropriate to change Bartram’s specific epithet to agree with the form used by Linnaeus. It is possible that caelestina was simply misread from a later edition (e.g. 1792) that had the figure text in cursive, making it difficult
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to discern ae from oe. In any case, the change is inappropriate as the ae variant is acceptable in Latin, unless one
can somehow prove that Bartram knew only of the oe variant and had intended to replicate it. Notably, the ae
variant has been used and accepted for the binomials of several plants and fungi since Bartram.
The correct original spelling of Bartram’s Ixia is Ixia caelestina, and is cited from Bartram (1791: 155 [pl.
3]). The genus was clearly misspelled as Ixea and is rightly corrected to the Linnaean genus Ixia. The specific
epithet is correctly spelled as caelestina, an acceptable Latin form. The ligature form of ae that was used by
Bartram is simply to be spelled out as individual letters (Art. 60.6). The correct spelling caelestina has rarely
been adopted (Wunderlin 1998: 222), while the spelling coelestina is pervasive but incorrect in this instance
since it was not spelled this way originally (Bartram 1791; McNeill et al. 2012: Art. 60.1). The purpose of this
article is to draw attention to this oversight so that Bartram’s preferred and correct epithet caelestina may be
restored.
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